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ONCOLOGY RESPIRATORY
CARDIOVASCULAR 

AND METABOLIC 

DISEASE
INFECTION NEUROSCIENCE

MAIN THERAPY AREAS OPPORTUNITY-LED

AUTOIMMUNITY

We focus on a deeper understanding of disease biology and 
mechanisms across three main therapy areas
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Rationale for Open Collaboration
Benefits to external collaborator and AstraZeneca

AstraZeneca 

Compounds Facilities Drug Discovery Knowledge

External Scientists

Disease Knowledge      Patients / subpopulations         Technology

Questions 

that 

otherwise 

could not be 

asked

https://openinnovation.astrazeneca.com/



Delivered:

• 30 ISS clinical validation studies

• 26 externally funded; 5 completed

Disease indication agnostic

Delivered:

• 150+ projects approved

Primarily in AZ main therapy areas, 

but focusing on novel science

Delivered:

• 62 projects on-going/complete

Provides access to 250k compounds

Now aligned to AZ R&D focus areas

Clinical Compound Bank

Access 18 of our patient-ready compounds 

with evidence of human target coverage and 

manageable tolerability.

Target Innovation

Have a novel target idea or assay for a 

drug discovery project? Our diverse High 

Throughput Screening (HTS) compound 

library may help you advance or validate 

your idea.

Preclinical Toolbox

Access 44 of our compounds with 

optimised pharmacological properties for 

preclinical research to study pathways and 

mechanisms of disease biology.

Open Innovation – Delivery



Open Innovation – Delivery

Delivered:

• 30,000 natural product compounds 

added to AZ’s HTS library

Delivered:

• 17 challenges run

• 2 collaborations delivered 

solutions

Launched June 2017

• Preclinical safety data

• Oncology combinations data

New Molecule Profiling

Explore the properties and therapeutic 

potential of your novel compounds by 

leveraging our cheminformatic and 

screening technologies.

Data Library

Access preclinical data sets on our early 

development compounds for data mining and 

research purposes. to enhance understanding 

of translation to human efficacy and safety.

Challenges

Offer and be rewarded for your innovative 

ideas and research expertise to help 

overcome difficult R&D barriers.



Clinical Compound Bank



Investigators 

and academic 

institutions
New Opportunities

Neuroscience

Resp. & Inflamm.

Oncology

Cardio & Gastro

Infection

MRC Collaboration For Translational Research
‘Mechanisms of disease’ 2011

• 22 AstraZeneca compounds initially 

available for clinical studies

• >100 clinical and pre-clinical proposals 

from 37 UK institutions

• Proposals submitted on all compounds 

& across a broad span of disease areas

• MRC funded >$10M

• >15 collaborative proposals funded 

across multiple disease areas

To investigate mechanisms of disease and the 

development of potential therapeutic interventions



Clinical Compound Bank
How does it work?

18 compounds currently available for clinical studies

44 compounds currently available for pre-clinical studies



Target Innovation
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Maximising the value of compound collections to create diversity

▪ Peer-to-peer 

compound 

exchange 

initiatives

▪ Reciprocal 

access to high 

quality 

compound 

libraries



• Based on principles of Target Innovation 

• Partners bring extensive Drug Discovery 

expertise and experience 

• Provides clear route forward for projects

• Develop long term relationship

– Builds credibility on both sides

– Opportunity to be more flexible

– Can focus on specific areas of biology

• Multi-target deal simplifies contracting

Strategic Partnerships
Closer collaboration, more learning



• 4-year multi-target collaboration

• Sussex University Drug Discovery 

Centre and AstraZeneca

• £6M funding from Welcome Trust

• Utilise Sussex deep expertise in DNA 

Damage Response coupled with 

AstraZeneca's hit identification and drug 

discovery capabilities

Collaborative Grants
Sussex University DDR Partnership
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Contracting  - can be slow even with a  
standard agreement

Resourcing and funding gaps for 
academic projects

Balancing innovation with organisational 
alignment and likelihood of success

Stakeholder engagement

Barriers to Success
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